
 
 
 
 

INTERPRETING ART 

 
Steps & tips for seeing “more than meets the eye” 
 
 

1. “All art can be appreciated in terms of its form and its content (…), whether visual art, music, 
dance, film, literature or poetry,” according to Morris Shapiro, the Gallery Director for Park 
West. Therefore, a good idea is to start by observing and describing the physical features 
and characteristics of the artwork and then interrogate its meaning, the artist’s intentions, 
and how the art makes you feel. 

2. Spend time with the artwork so as to fully observe it and to fully appreciate it. 
3. Determine the “basics” – the art label can help. Identify some basic information about the 

artwork. For example, in a painting determine its medium, the type of paint used (oil or 
acrylic, for instance) or identify the artist, when they created it, and the genre (for example, 
a still life or a portrait). Observe the scale and format, or even the framing, and the lighting. 

4. In case of visual arts (painting, sculpture, crafts, printmaking, and photography), notice how 
your vision moves across the artwork. 

5. Do a little “homework”. If a work of art catches your eye, spend a few minutes to search on 
the internet or read an exhibition’s catalog, or even speak with others (experts e.g. the 
museum’s art team or friends interested in art). Research and discussion can deepen your 
appreciation. 

6. Recognize your feelings about the specific artwork. How does it evoke your feelings? Do you 
feel sad, happy, curious, or angry or….? 

7. Acknowledge what you like and don’t like about the artwork so as to better understand it. If 
you don’t like a certain style, don’t worry, there is something out there for everyone! 

8. Relate what you see to your own life, or to other works of art or images you have seen. Draw 
on your memory and past experiences and make associations. How this specific artwork can 
be related to you and your life?  

9. Figure out the “meaning” of the artwork. The art label usually gives a direction; however, 
you can open your mind the think beyond the description. Is it an allegory? Is there a hidden 
message? Does it tell a story? Is it realistic or abstract? Reading the label of the artwork, the 
museums catalogue or conduct further research will definitely help.  

10. You can also look for other works of art by the same artist or other works of art in the same 
genre by other artists, or even search for the artist’s era and personal life.  

11. Interpretations are often based on a worldview. Always remember that the relationship 
between what we see and what we know is very strong!  

12. There can be different, competing, and contradictory interpretations of the same artwork, 
and yes, some interpretations are “better” than others. However, “good interpretations of 
art” tell us more about the artwork than they tell us about the person who does the critic. 



13. “Good” interpretations can be more or less reasonable, convincing, enlightening, and 
informative and make us self-reflect, see the world, the others and ourselves in “new eyes”.  

14. Let art sparkle your imagination! What not trying create something on your own?  
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